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DOT Compliance Group Launches New Service - DOT Number Registration Coming Soon!

IRVING, Texas (PRWEB) April 23, 2021 -- DOT Compliance Group Launches New Service

DOT Number Registration Coming Soon!

The DOT number is required by every company that is involved in the transport industry. Whether the
organization oversees a fleet of commercial vehicles or runs its own commercial trucking facility across the
country, it is important for them to understand the ins and outs of the USDOT number system.

Companies whose vehicles regularly take part in interstate commerce should always follow the guidelines laid
down by the FMCSA and the same related to the US DOT number.

This is to ensure that your vehicles and drivers are always compliant with the regulations enforced by the
association.
Why the DOT number is required in the first place can be very well understood by its definition. It is basically a
unique identifier that is provided to the companies working in the trucking industry and engage in interstate and
intrastate commerce.

It is for the purpose of monitoring and streamlining safety compliance for every company working in this
industry.

It is also helpful in conducting audits, accident investigations and various kinds of reviews.

This number is granted by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and can be applied for on their
official website very easily.

It is important that you ensure that your fleet is operating legally in and across the states and for that you have
to first determine whether you need to register for a USDOT number in the first place or not. The motor carrier
operator/driver is responsible for knowing their USDOT numbers in advance. This helps them equip their
employees and contractors with the most appropriate, adequate, and updated registration information before
they hit the road.

If you want to determine whether you need a USDOT number or not, the easiest thing to do is visit the FMCSA
official website.

Just locate the interactive quiz that they have and answer the series of questions they ask you about your vehicle
and business. After completing this quiz you will be notified whether you need to register for this number or
not. Go through the official guidelines laid down by the association to confirm if you are compliant.

If you find all this to be too confusing or a lot to take, you can always get in touch with DOT Compliance
Group. We will give you enough guidance and assistance regarding the same and you can even leave this entire
responsibility on the able shoulders of our executives. This added convenience, speed, and efficiency is the
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benefit of the new service being launched by DOT Compliance Group.

Enroll Your Safety Sensitive Employees In A Return To Duty Screening Test With DOT Compliance Group
From Anywhere In The US

DOT Compliance Group makes it easier for its clients to have their previously positive employees tested again
for drug and alcohol substance abuse and use before they return to their safety-sensitive positions. This is an
announced test for every employee who has completed the required treatment for substance abuse and is
prepared to return to their job at their workplace. If your employees have been absent from the workplace for an
extended period of time, you may choose this return to duty testing procedure specifically for them before they
return to performing their daily/routine responsibilities.

DOT Compliance Group is committed to serving companies working in the trucking and transportation
industry. It is our responsibility to keep them aware and abreast of the latest developments regarding their
compliance with the rules and requirements laid down by the DOT and FMCSA regardless of what city you
belong to.

For more details contact us:
Email: support@dotcompliancegroup.com
Phone: 855-368-7233
Website: https://www.dotcompliancegroup.com
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Contact Information
Customer Support
DOT Compliance Group
http://https://www.dotcompliancegroup.com/
+1 855-368-7233 Ext: 1

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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